1) INDEPENDENCE DAY

72nd Independence Day was celebrated in Centurion University, Bhubaneswar Campus. The National Flag was unfurled at 8.30 AM by the Special Invitee Ms. Kusumanjali Mohapatra (Best Office Attendant of BBS campus) in presence of Chief Guest Prof. Jagannath Padhi (Director, CUTM BBSR Campus) and immediately the whole campus buzzed with the National Anthem.

In the course of the speech, Chief Guest highlighted about the role interdependence in Independent India.

Then the Campus vibrated with Twenty platoon parade (NCC GIRLS UNIT, CCD, MBA, CSE, MECH, IKS, EEE, CTIS, LSS, ECE, CIVIL, MSc, BSc, BBA, B Com, B Pharma, Paramedics, SoVT, House Keeping Staff, Security Guard).

Guests distributed prizes to the student winners of 24 different CSR events held for the occasion. List of winners attached with the email for information.

The program ended with the vote of thanks by Dr. Prasant Kumar Mohanty (Dean Academics, CUTM). Then the students of CIT and GTET performed different spectacular cultural events.

At last sweet packets distributed to all the students, faculties and staff members present. After sweets distribution, 43 students along with 3 staff/faculty visited Ama Ghara, Patrapada, Bhubaneswar (Working for the Cause, Care & Concern of the Children of Mentally Ill & Mentally Challenged Destitute Women) and spent two hours with the inmates. We have contributed an amount of Rs. 13,000/- along with food packets to the residents of Ama Ghara. Thank you to all the students, staff & faculties members for their contribution. List of students visited along with some of their experiences is attached with this mail.

The whole event was all possible and successful because of the dedicated and unhesitating support of the student and faculty/staff team.

Thanks to the Management, Senior team, Administration team, MRC Team, Web Team, Staff, Faculties, and Students of CIT and GTET for their support to make the celebration successful.

Special thanks to all the students for their creativity and effort & to all the faculty in-charge of different clubs (Team CSR) for coordinating the competitions and the event successfully. Special mention of the Guests, Press and Media friends for their support. All the participants of the ceremonial parade are advised to collect their participation certificate from CSR cell tomorrow through the respective platoon commander. During this time some the photographs.
2) ADRUT CHILDREN’S HOME:
As scheduled, 20 Centurions visited and celebrated the weekend in a unique way at Adrut Children’s Home, Gadakana, Mancheswar, Bhubaneswar (has been doing pioneering work in the field of rehabilitation of the abandoned, unclaimed, parent-less and destitute children, especially girl children, in need of care and protection).

We have conducted different activities-cum-competition among the children like Painting, Lemon Spoon race, Relay race, Quiz, Dance, Music etc. All the winners awarded with certificates and prizes.

We have contributed an amount of Rs. 5,000/- and loads of Biscuits, Cakes & Chocolate packets. All the staff members present over there appreciated the contributions of Centurion University for the social cause. During this time some the photographs.

3) Mega Voluntary Blood Donation Camp:
We have successfully completed the record breaking Mega Voluntary Blood Donation Camp today on 29th September 18 on our campus organised on the occasion of Surgical Strike Day. We have donated a record breaking 382 Units of Blood (highest ever units of blood collection at CUTM at a single camp) at the 17th Blood drive of our campus, which was inaugurated by Dr. Ardhendu Mouli Mohanty (Pro VC, CUTM), Prof. Jagannath Padhi (Director, CUTMBBSR Campus), General R C Padhi (Emeritus Professor, Dept. of Civil) in presence other dignitaries. Our sincere thanks to all who are involved in the Camp directly or indirectly. Special thanks and congratulations to all the Donors & Volunteers from all Schools / Departments / Programs for their enthusiasm, patience and response. Thanks to the team of Central Red Cross Blood Bank, Katak for conducting the successful drive. Special mention to "Jiban Bindu" for providing all the support & gift for all the donors. During this time some the photographs.
4) ENGINEER'S DAY:
The "Engineer's Day" is celebrated across our country on September 15th, 2018 every year as a tribute to the greatest Indian Engineer Bharat Ratna Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya. He was India's most prolific civil engineer, dam builder, economist, statesman, and can be counted among the last century's foremost nation builders. Special mention of Dr. Supriya Pattanayak, Prof. Jagannath Padhi and Dr. Prasant Kumar Mohanty for gracing the occasion with their motivational & interactive talk. During this time some the photographs.

5) Street Play & Flash Mob:
As a CSR initiative, we have planned to showcase Street Play & Flash Mob under the theme “SWACHH CENTURION (Clean & Green Campus) & SWASTH CENTURION (Anti Pan, Gutka, Tobacco, and Alcohol)” as per the given schedule.

As scheduled, members of the following CSR clubs performed different activities under the theme “SWACHH CENTURION (Clean & Green Campus) & SWASTH CENTURION (Anti Pan, Gutka, Tobacco, and Alcohol)” today. During activities some photographs.
6) GANDHI JAYANTI:
This year, on October 2, India will celebrate the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. Mahatma Gandhi's birth anniversary is celebrated every year as Gandhi Jayanti to commemorate his ideals of peace and non-violence as well as his immense contribution to India's freedom struggle. Gandhi Jayanti is one of India's three official national holidays, along with Independence Day and Republic Day.

In 2007, the United Nations General Assembly voted to establish October 2 as the International Day of Non-Violence. Let us all follow the path of truth and wisdom and pay homage to our Father of the Nation on this day.

The Father of the Nation with the tools of truth and non-violence freed our nation from imperialism. Follow his path of truth and wisdom, pay homage to this great leader on Gandhi Jayanti 2018. He taught us to be the change we wish to see in the world. He taught us that where there is love there is life. He followed the path of Ahimsa and non-violence to make us unite. During activities some photographs of students and faculty's.

7) GANESH PUJA:
We are glad to inform you that “The Ganesh Puja” is going to be held on September 13th, 2018 Thursday at the entrance of Aryabhatta Building of our campus. This time also the immersion of the idol is done without any Band / DJ / Instrument / Dance / Music / Fashion / Vulgarism / Intoxication / Delay / Accident. The only traditional method followed during the immersion procession. Thank you all the students for your understanding and cooperation. Special thanks to all the CSR student core coordinators for making this happen. We will continue this healthy practice in Centurion at least. Share this common understanding of our rich Indian Culture and Tradition with others too. During puja some photographs.
8) Health Check-up Camp
As a part of Responsibility activity, Health Club is organizing a Vision check-up, & Health check-up Camp as per the following details. It is a joint initiative by the School of Pharmacy & Life Sciences and School of Paramedics & Allied Health Sciences.
Date of camp: 25/08/2018
Time & Venue of the camp:
1. Vision check-up from 2.30 PM to 4.30 PM at School of Paramedics & Allied Health Sciences (Madhusudan Building)
2. Health check-up from 2.30 PM to 4.30 PM at School of Paramedics & Allied Health Sciences (Madhusudan Building)
All students, staff and faculty members are requested to avail the opportunity. In case of any queries contact Prof. Prachi Rani Sahu @ 7381037952 & Prof. Kula Bhusan Pradhan @ 9040540620. As planned a Vision check-up and Health check-up Camp is organized by School of Pharmacy & Life Sciences and School of Paramedics & Allied Health Sciences. A total of 76 numbers of students, staff, and faculties out of 125 registered benefited due to the initiative. For the rest, we will do the camp again during the coming Saturday at the same venue and time. The report can be collected from CSR cell from 27th Aug.

Thanks to all the student, staff & faculty coordinators of School of Pharmacy & Life Sciences and School of Paramedics & Allied Health Sciences for successfully conducting the program. During program some photographs of the event.

9) HEALTH CAMP
As a part of Responsibility activity and Health Club initiative, the Vision check-up and Health check-up Camp is organized by the School of Pharmacy & Life Sciences and School of Paramedics & Allied Health Sciences.
More than **50 numbers** of students, staff, and faculties benefited due of the initiative. Thanks to all the student, staff & faculty coordinators of **School of Pharmacy & Life Sciences** and **School of Paramedics & Allied Health Sciences** for successfully conducting the program. During program some photographs.

10) **MADHUR MAYEE ADARSH SIKSHA NIKETAN:**

This is to inform you that as part of our Responsibility activities under CSR, a visit to **MADHUR MAYEE ADARSH SIKSHA NIKETAN, Near Special Jail, Jharapada, Bhubaneswar (A hostel for the Cause, Care & Concern of the Convict’s Children: working since the year 2003)** is arranged as per below given schedule.

**Date: 11th August 18 (2nd Saturday)**
**Time: 02:00 PM to 05:00 PM**
**Dress code: College Uniform**
**Maximum members: 25**

As part of the visit a number of activities are planned by the student coordinators like painting, quiz, relay race, music chair and lot many fun games.

Interested students and staff are requested to register their names with Mr. Saroj Behera, (CSR Coordinator) at CSR Cell (Room No-117). Transportation will be provided.

The registration will be done on first come, first serve basis. Interested students or staff can make monetary/material contributions for the cause. Any queries the undersigned may be contacted.

As scheduled, 23 Centurions visited and celebrated the weekend in a unique way at MADHUR MAYEE ADARSH SIKSHA NIKETAN, Special Jail, Jharapada, Bhubaneswar (A hostel for the Cause, Care & Concern of the Convict’s Children: working since the year 2003).

We have conducted different activities-cum-competition among the children like Jump & Eat, Painting, Lemon Spoon race, Relay race, Music chair etc. All the winners awarded with certificates and prizes. We had an interaction session with Ms. Niroja Laxmi Mohapatra who explained to us about the organization.

We have contributed an amount of Rs. 10, 000/- and lots of Biscuits, Cakes & Tiffin packets. All the staff members along with other guests present over there appreciated the contributions of Centurion University for the social cause.
We would like to thank each one of us who contributed directly or indirectly to make this celebration successful. Special thanks to the student volunteer (list attached) for their untiring contributions. Special mention of Sunanda Priyadarsini and Dona Mohanty for coordinating whole the event. Thanks to Mr. Kulabhusan Pradhan (Faculty, SoVT) and Mr. Saroj Behera (CSR Coordinator) for supervising the event. During program some photographs memory with these kids.

11) Nukkad Natak:
Cultural & Responsibility initiative, the Dramatic & Dance Club performed Nukkad Natak (Street Theater) & Flash Mob respectively under the theme “Women Empowerment” today. The activities time some capture pictures.

12) Observance of National Voluntary Blood Donation Day on 1st October 2018:
The National Voluntary Blood Donation Day is celebrated in India on 1st of October every year to share the need and importance of the blood in the life of an
individual. The State Blood Transfusion Council Council (SBTC) & Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State Branch (IRCS-OSB) is going to observe the Day on 1st October 2018 by organising a Mass Rally from Exhibition Ground, Unit-3, Bhubaneswar at 7 AM which will culminate at 9 AM at Jayadev Bhavan, Bhubaneswar with the aim to generate awareness on safe blood and to promote Voluntary Blood Donation among the general public. A state level function will be held at Jayadev Bhavan, Bhubaneswar after the Rally, where Honorable Chief Minister of Odisha and Minister, Health & Family Welfare along with other dignitaries will grace the function. During rally and events some pictures.

13) Raksha Bandhan:
Let us celebrate Raksha Bandhan with the people who really care for us. These are the people who provide us a CLEAN (House keeping staff), GREEN (Green brigade), SAFE (Transport staff), & SECURE (Security staff) workplace. You all are invited to the celebration as per the following schedule.
Date: 25.08.18
Time: 4 PM
Venue: Aryabhatta building entrance lobby
As scheduled we have celebrated the Raksha Bandhan with the People who take care of us at the workplace.

A total of 74 members present at the celebration place. We celebrated the event with people irrespective of gender. Students even visited to Main Gate, Girls Hostel And Library as the persons responsible for Security at these positions cannot leave their places.

Our all the student, staff & faculty coordinators are celebrate the occasion. Some memorable pictures.
14) National Sports Day:
This is to inform you all that the National Sports Day is celebrated on August 29. This day marks the birthday of the legend Mr. Dhyan Chand, the hockey player who won gold medals for India in the years 1928, 1932 and 1936. To celebrate the occasion we planned to have a Micro Marathon Race on our campus on 29th August 2018 as per the below mentioned details. So interested students are advised to register by paying Rs. 100/- (cost of the special T-Shirt made for the occasion) with the following coordinators.

**Date of event:** 29th Sept. 2018  
**Venue:** Main Gate  
**Distance:** To be announced at the venue  
**Category:** Girls & Boys  
**Dress Code:** Special T-Shirt made for the occasion  
**Prize:** Six positions in both categories shall be awarded with trophy and certificate  
**Time:**  
- 6.30 AM: Reporting  
- 7 AM: Flag off  
- 8 AM: Announcement of winners  
**Dates of registration for Marathon:** 23rd - 25th August 2018  
**Coordinators:**  
Aryabhata Building:  
Mr. Durga Charan Mohapatra @ 8249244980  
Mr. Shiraj Khan @ 7992883077  
Mr. Rati Ranjan Mishra @ 9437773607  
Madhusudan Building:  
Mr. Amarjeet Singh @ 7488164362  
Mr. Sujit Kumar Singh @ 9337304820  
**Felicitation ceremony:** 3 PM @ Hall no-6  
All students and faculty are participates the all events on this occasion during some photographs.
15) Teacher's Day:
In India, the Teacher's Day is celebrated on 5th September and this tradition started from 1962. This is the day when Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was born. He was a philosopher, scholar, teacher, and politician and his dedicated work towards education made his birthday an important day in the history of India. We remember the great work of this exemplary person on this day. On behalf of all the students of CUTM BBSR campus, we the CSR student core coordinators, take the privilege to invite you (all staff & faculty members) to bless us with your presence during the celebration. To celebrate this Day, during this time some photographs.

16) Viswakarma Puja:
We are very glad to inform you that "The Viswakarma Puja" is going to be held on September 17th, 2018 Monday at the entrance of Integrated Skill Development Center of our campus. On this occasion during this time some photographs.
17) Eco-Craft Workshop:
As an initiative under the Waste to Wealth Innovation (W2W) of our University, we are planning to have 5-Days Workshop on "Eco-Craft" in the month of September 18 on our campus.
The training will be given by the experienced trainers of Wellpaper, Auroville, Tamilnadu. The trainers will train how to create eco-friendly handicraft by using different kinds of waste mainly newspaper. Its take 5 days and making different types of craft items some photos of these items.
18) Sustainable Enterprise Award:
Jagriti Yatra and Coca-Cola once again come together to offer a platform to the aspiring entrepreneurs across various districts of India. Sustainability has always been among the prime topics discussed across the new enterprises when growth becomes a concern. Sustainable Enterprise Award is an opportunity for entrepreneurs across 25 districts of India, having enterprises in any one of the following fields: Agriculture, Water, and Recycling. There was an awareness camp for the “Sustainable Enterprise Award 2018” to be held at our campus on 30th October 2018 at Hall no-6 from 10 AM onwards. During this time some photographs.
19) Run for Unity:
To celebrate the Jayanti Divas of Iron Man of India, Sardar Ballav Bhai Patel, an event "RUN FOR UNITY" is organised on 31st October 2018 at 6:15 AM from Mancheswar Railway Station to East Coast Railway Auditorium.
So, the interested students, faculty and staff members are requested to participate in the event by registering at the CSR cell by 3 PM on 30th Oct. These time some of the photographs.

20) Debate Competition for District Vigilance Awareness Week – 2018:
On the Occasion of Vigilance Awareness week-2018, Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) conducted an awareness drive. During the inaugural session Mr. B. K. Sahoo, DGM, PRRPL, JATNI, IOCL, Mr. Shri Rahul Raj, Operation Manager, PRRPL, JATNI, IOCL, Mr. Md Parvez Rashid, AM (O&M), PRRPL, JATNI, IOCL, Mr. S.K. Senapati, Manager, PRRPL, JATNI, IOCL, Mr. D. Mohanty, AM (TL) PRRPL, JATNI, IOCL, Dr. Prasant Kumar Mohanty, Dean-Academics, CUTM & Prof. Jagannath Padhi, Director-CUTM BBSR were present and enlightened all the audience with the need of the awareness event.

During the occasion a speech competition was organised on the topic "Your vision for eradicating corruption and building New India" where more than 20 students participated from various schools. All the participants highlighted their views on
corruption and shared new and innovative ideas to eradicate this menace. The following are the winners. Congratulations to all the participants and winners.

Debate competition Result.
1st: Monali Parida, B Tech Biotechnology, 5th semester, 160301180003
2nd: Abhipsa Pattnaik, B Sc Zoology, 5th semester, 160704170001
3rd: Pinaki Panda, B Tech CSE, 5th semester, 160301120019
Consolation: Mehek Biswal, B Com, 1st semester, 18041514003

During valedictory ceremony Mr. Vikash Sarma, DGM (Vigilance), PRRPL, JATNI, IOCL and Dr. A. M. Mohanty, Pro VC-CUTM joined the other dignitaries to distribute the prizes. They have highlighted on the role of youth in curbing the corruption in modern India. Everyone present during the event pledged to make India corruption free. All the members of IOCL appreciated the views raised by our student participants. Some photograph during debate competition.

21) Bring Smile on Someone’s Face this Diwali:
We are extremely happy to share our unique Green Diwali celebration experience today with the residents of Mission Ashra (Working for the cause, care and concern of mentally ill and mentally challenged destitute women: 264 women are staying now) as a part of CSR: Responsibility activities. Today we had a wonderful day at Mission Ashra.

Today morning 30 Centurions went to Mission Ashra along with 50 plant saplings. We had planted the saplings inside the campus of Mission Ashra, spreading awareness about Eco friendly & Green Diwali celebration. All the members of Mission Ashra appreciated the initiative. Thanks to the Team Green of CUTM-BBSR campus for providing us all the saplings.

In the evening again we went with another group of students to celebrate Diwali with them. Our students performed dance on this occasion. We enjoyed the most having lots of sparkles and food along with the residents. Special thanks to all the student participants and performers (list attached) for their contributions.

The residents of Mission Ashra never bothered whether we donated anything or not, they only needed a bit love and affection, a friendly chat, a sincere smile, a selfless hug and a caring pat. We just had the plan to bring a smile on a face, but we realized it’s not easy, money, sweets and material wealth is never going to bring back their years of suffering. We tried to make them feel that they are not alone, We are there for them. Some smile face pictures.

22) National Education Day :

National Education Day of India is celebrated on 11 November every year to commemorate the birth anniversary of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the first education minister of independent India, who served from 15 August 1947 until 2 February 1958. The objective of celebrating National Education Day should be to strengthen our educational institutions and to raise the quality of education to greater heights. For the occasion an Essay competition is organised in Room no-118 from 3-4 PM on 9th Nov 18.
23) **Awareness camp on World Diabetics Day:**

Each year 14th November is being celebrated as World Diabetes Day for creating awareness campaign focusing on Diabetes Mellitus. As planned, a group of students of School of Applied Sciences did an hour long awareness campaign throughout the campus covering students, staff and faculty members of different schools. Student volunteers created awareness displaying placards, posters, and handouts explaining about the causes, symptoms, reference range of different types of blood sugar and preventive measures to be taken. During awareness program some pictures.

24) **Participation of students in Mass Rally on World AIDS Day**

World AIDS Day is observed on **1st December** every year. This year, OSACS (Orissa State AIDS Control Society) is planning to observe World AIDS Day-2018 at state level with its partner organizations. To mark the occasion, several activities are to be carried
out whole day for creating awareness on HIV/AIDS among the youth and general public. In this occasion, an awareness Rally (Mass Rally) has been planned to be flagged off on 1st December, 2018 at 7.30 AM from Exhibition Ground (Ekamra Hat) to Jaydev Bhawan. During rally some photographers.

25) Competitions on the occasion of World AIDS Day 2018
As planned, we had an awareness talk by the resource person Dr. Santosh Kumar Behera, Program Officer-ICMR in presence of hundreds of students and staff members. Dr. Santosh created awareness about the dreadful disease by explaining the causes, symptoms of HIV/AIDS and it's preventive measures.

Thanks to Dr. Satish and all the participants. We had the following three competitions organised for the occasion, in the afternoon. Please find the list of winners below.

Competitions:

Speech Competition
1st_ Nirvan abhilash (Bsc physics 2nd yr)
2nd_ Anil Kumar Mallick (Msc Chemistry 1st yr)
3rd _ Swayam Sahoo (Msc Chemistry 1st yr )

Essay competition
1st _ I . Divyajyoti (BBA 1st year)
2nd _ Bikram Keshari Mohapatra (Msc 2nd year)
3rd _ Sunayana Das (Msc 1st year)

Painting Competition
1st _ Gopal Ghosh (Btech CSE 2nd year)
2nd- Biswa Bijay Das (Bsc Zoology 1st year)
3rd_ Dibyaranjan Behera (Bsc RIT 1st year)
Consolation _ Priyanka P . Laha (Btech EEE 1st year)

Congratulations to all the winners and participants. Thanks to the Language, Literary and Painting Club in-charge for coordinating the competitions. Certificate of merit awarded to all the winners. During events some Photographs.
26) **.FEST (Bhubaneswar City Festival) Promotion Event:**

.FEST (Bhubaneswar City Festival), is a City celebration for the Odisha Men’s World Cup Hockey 2018 from 1st December to 16th December 2018. The City is doing a series of events like Live Concerts, International Street Food Festival, Bhubaneswar Art Trails, Bhubaneswar Storytelling Festival (BhuFesto), Bhubaneswar Walks (Heritage Walks, Cycle Walks, Museum Walks, Nature Walks) and many more.

To promote the fest, we will have a promotional event in the Madhusudan Building lawn from 6 PM onwards. All are requested to be part of the event.

Depending on your participation we will be providing you the passes to witness the events till 16th Dec at IDCO Exhibition Ground, Unit 3: Bhubaneswar. Pass details will be shared soon after the promotional event. That time some photographs.

27) **6th Convocation Memories**

6th Convocation 2018 held on 1st December 2018 at Parlakhemundi campus during some photographs.
28) **Centurions on International Volunteers Day:**
Centurions celebrated International Volunteers Day on 5th December 2018 participating in the competitions and event organised at Redcross Bhawan, Bhubaneswar. The following students were in the final rounds of Quiz, Debate and Painting competition. Result of the event will be declared on 12th Dec.

1) Banaja Prakashini Samantaray - 180705180046
2) Abhipsa Pattnaik - 160704170001
3) Biswa Bijay Das - 180704170005

29) **CITY CHANGER LAB INNOVATIVE & WORKABLE IDEAS MODELS TO IMPROVE URBAN LIVING:**
Bhubaneswar Smart City Limited & Bhubaneswar Municipality Corporation is working in Collaboration with United Nations Population Fund to strengthen the social components of Smart City. These interventions that target youth are being held at the level of slums and educational institutes of the city. The objectives of the intervention are to promote active citizenship leadership and volunteerism amongst the youth. It also aims to create a forum to enable youths to become a part of development planning.

City changer labs are a unique way to involve youths through their innovation to contribute to better of city life and contribute to the betterment and making the city socially smart. The focus of the project is to strengthen the social components and
improve urban living. In this context ideas/working modes are hereby invited from educational institutes.

**Eligibility:**
All students (within the age limit 18-23 years) and are commencing courses of graduation / in technical institutions inclusive of ITIs or above are eligible to participate in the competition.

**Theme:**
- Sustainable energy with focus on conservation
- Beat plastic pollution
- Use of technology in addressing issues of safety and security

**Procedure to participate:**

- Interested students can share their projects with the office of the undersigned (Room No-117) on or before **24th August 18**.

- The projects need to be social, innovative and workable and should address the social and development issues of urban living. The participant should be able to explain in detail the working modalities of the same.

- Few suggestive themes are indicated herein by reference – bridging the gap, security of girls/women, care and support for elderly, solid waste management etc.

- Individual students or a group of students of the same category may submit one project. Each group can have most 5 participants.

- The ideas must be submitted along with the attached form.

From our University, we will screen the ideas/projects and send two shortlisted ideas to BSCL. Shortlisted students will get an opportunity to present it before a panel of experts. Winning proposals will receive cash prizes and trophies. In the Youth connect program the winning candidates will be felicitated and awarded.

**30. Waste to Wealth Innovation Initiative at Bhubaneswar Patho Utsav.**
The Waste to Wealth Innovation Initiative of our University in collaboration with India Craft Nation (ICN) showcased the artistic talent in front of thousands of people. People really appreciated the innovative talent of our trained team.
The following trained students of our Eco-Craft workshop under the able guidance of Mr. Satish Mandal (Manager, W2W Lab) participated in event and made eco crafted products live in front of audience for almost 3 hours.

Diploma Mining 1st Year
1. Aman kumar/181207150027
2. Akash dhangar/181207150017
3. Ritik mishra/181207150026
4. Subham shrestha/181207150036
5. Biswajeet karmakar/181207150007

Everyone visited the stall, appreciated the innovative ways of using paper waste. We are planning to showcase our terracotta products in the coming Patho Utsav event and during this events some photographs.

31) International Story Telling Event:
Hope you are enjoying the weekend with different events at the smart city! We are fortunate in getting the confirmation of an international story teller to be at our campus tomorrow who is at Bhubaneswar now for the story telling event as part of FEST. She is Ms. Wangari Grace, an international story teller from Kenya. The details about her can be obtained from [http://www.wangarithestoryteller.co.ke/](http://www.wangarithestoryteller.co.ke/). During Story telling events some photographs.

32. Competitions on the occasion of Energy Conservation Day

This is to inform you all that there will be different competitions on the occasion of Energy Conservation Day celebration (to be held on 14th November 18) as per following details on 13th November 18. So you are advised to participate in the competitions accordingly.

Center For Renewable Energy & Environment (CREE), is going to organize POSTER PRESENTATION & QUIZ COMPETITION on 13th December 18 (Thursday) at the
Auditorium in Madhusudan Building (beside Wood Engineering Lab) at 02.00 - 04.45 PM (02.00 - 03.30 PM - Poster Presentation, & 03.30 - 04.45 PM Quiz).


The Waste to Wealth Innovation Initiative of our University in collaboration with India Craft Nation (ICN) showcased the artistic talent in front of thousands of people. BDA officials, BMC officials and Public really appreciated the innovative talent of our team.

The following trained students of our Eco-Craft workshop under the able guidance of Mr. Satish Mandal (Manager, W2W Lab) and Mr. Sarada Prasad Rout (Potter) participated in event and made terracotta & eco crafted products live in front of audience for 3 hours.

Diploma Mining 1st Year
1. Aman Kumar/181207150027
2. Akash Dhangar/181207150017
3. Ritik Mishra/181207150026

Everyone visited the stall, appreciated the innovative ways of using paper waste and beautiful terracotta products. We are planning to showcase our terracotta products in the coming Patho Utsav event. During events some of the photographs.

33. *Guest Speaker Invitation from Centurion University of Technology & Management for a talk by Dr. Sruti Mohapatra on 24th December*

On 24th December 2018, It was a great honor to have **Dr. Sruti Mohapatra, Chief Executive, Swabhiman** to speaks at our eClub Start-up event in the Auditorium of Madhusudhan/Diploma building. We have conveyed our sincere appreciation to her for the outstanding and Motivational talk she made to the audience about her experiences and struggles. It was very interesting to hear about her experience from spurning a career in the Indian Civil Services to becoming a leading crusader for disability rights, her relentless struggle and never-say-die-attitude have been a source of inspiration for all those fighting odds to make it big in life. And the stories about her fight for the disability rights were fascinating.

Dr. Sruti Mohapatra praised and gave many favourable remarks about our University's Infrastructures, facilities, and Entrepreneurial Ecosystem. During program some photograph.